**Sunday 7/15**
Check-In
2:00-4:00 PM AT BRICKMAN CENTER
SMALL-SIDED GAMES
CAMP MEETING

**Monday 7/16**
CLUB UNIFORM DAY
WEAR CLUB UNIFORM FOR THE DAY
TWO SOCCER SESSIONS
YOGA
GAMES

**Tuesday 7/17**
STREET SOCCER NIGHT
TWO SOCCER SESSIONS
SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY SPEAKER
STREET SOCCER TO MUSIC

**Wednesday 7/18**
PICTURE DAY
TWO SOCCER SESSIONS
YOGA
STREET SOCCER TO MUSIC

**Thursday 7/19**
Packing & CLEAN UP
TRAINING SESSION
EVALUATION & TEAM MEETING
12:30PM-2:00PM CAMPER PICK UP

**COMMUTER**
DROP OFF 7:00AM-8:15 AM
Pick up after conclusion of evening events

**PICK UP 9:00PM-10:00PM**
DAY OVERVIEW

Sunday July 15

Check-in at BRICKMAN CENTER
2:00-4:00 PM MOVE INTO ROOM
4:00PM-4:30PM Parent Greeting (optional)

SESSION 1

On Stadium Turf
4:00PM CAMPERS’ MEETING

DINNER

4:30-5:15PM CAMP BLUE TOUR
4:30PM-5:15PM GOLD DINNER
5:15-6:30PM CAMP GOLD TOUR (Meet on Turf)
5:15-6:30PM BLUE DINNER

SESSION 2

FIELDS
7:00-9:00PM BLUE SMALL SIDED GAMES

EVENING ACTIVITIES

7:00-9:00PM GOLD STREET SOCCER
LIGHTS OUT 10:30PM
DAY OVERVIEW
Monday July 16

BREAKFAST
DINING HALL
7:00AM-7:45AM GOLD BREAKFAST
7:45AM-8:15 BLUE BREAKFAST
7:00AM-8:15AM COMMUTER DROP OFF

SESSION 1
FIELDS/FIELDHOUSE/CLASSROOM
8:30-9:45AM BLUE YOGA
8:00AM-9:30AM GOLD SOCCER TRAINING (GK's 1 Hour)

SESSION 2
FIELDS/FIELDHOUSE/CLASSROOM
9:45-11:00AM GOLD YOGA
10:00AM-11:30AM BLUE SOCCER TRAINING (GK's 1 Hour)

LUNCH
DINING HALL
11:00AM-11:45AM GOLD LUNCH
11:45AM-12:30PM BLUE LUNCH

SESSION 3
FIELDS
1:15PM-2:45PM GOLD SOCCER TRAINING (GK's 1 Hour)
3:00PM-4:30PM BLUE SOCCER TRAINING (GK's 1 Hour)

DINNER
DINING HALL
4:30PM-5:15PM GOLD DINNER
5:15PM-6:00PM BLUE DINNER

SESSION 4
FIELDS
5:30PM-6:50PM GOLD MATCHES
6:55PM-8:15PM BLUE MATCHES
8:30-9:45PM BLUE STREET SOCCER
7:30-9:30PM GOLD BACKYARD SPORTS
DAY OVERVIEW
Tuesday JULY 17

BREAKFAST
DINING HALL
7:00AM-7:45AM GOLD BREAKFAST
7:45AM-8:15 BLUE BREAKFAST
7:00AM-8:15AM COMMUTER DROP OFF

SESSION 1
FIELDS/FIELDHOUSE/CLASSROOM
8:30AM-9:45AM BLUE WORKSHOP SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY
8:00AM-9:30AM GOLD SOCCER TRAINING (GK’s 1 Hour)

SESSION 2
FIELDS/FIELDHOUSE/CLASSROOM
9:45-11AM GOLD WORKSHOP SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY
10:00AM-11:30AM BLUE SOCCER TRAINING (GK’s 1 Hour)

LUNCH
DINING HALL
11:00AM-11:45AM GOLD LUNCH
11:45AM-12:30PM BLUE LUNCH

SESSION 3
FIELDS
1:30PM-3:00PM GOLD SOCCER TRAINING (Gk’s Stay w/ Group)
3:00PM-4:30PM BLUE SOCCER TRAINING (Gk’s Stay w/ Group)

DINNER
DINING HALL
4:30PM-5:15PM GOLD DINNER
5:15PM-6:00PM BLUE DINNER

SESSION 4
5:30PM-6:50PM GOLD MATCHES
6:55-8:15PM BLUE MATCHES
8:30-10:00PM BLUE AND GOLD STREET SOCCER
6:50PM-10:00PM EVENING ACTIVITIES
DAY OVERVIEW
Wednesday JULY 18

BREAKFAST
DINING HALL
7:00AM-7:45AM GOLD BREAKFAST
7:45AM-8:15 BLUE BREAKFAST
7:00AM-8:15AM COMMUTER DROP OFF

SESSION 1
FIELDS/FIELDHOUSE/CLASSROOM
8:30AM-9:45AM BLUE YOGA & GUEST SPEAKER
8:00AM-9:30AM GOLD SOCCER TRAINING (GK’s 1 Hour)

SESSION 2
FIELDS/FIELDHOUSE/CLASSROOM
9:45AM-11:00AM GOLD YOGA & GUEST SPEAKER
10:00AM-11:30AM BLUE SOCCER TRAINING (GK’s 1 Hour)

LUNCH
DINING HALL
11:00AM-11:45AM GOLD LUNCH
11:45AM-12:30PM BLUE LUNCH

SESSION 3
FIELDS
1:30PM-3:00PM GOLD SOCCER TRAINING (Gk’s Stay w/ Group)
3:00PM-4:30PM BLUE SOCCER TRAINING (Gk’s Stay w/ Group)

DINNER
DINING HALL
4:30PM-5:15PM GOLD DINNER
5:15PM-6:00PM BLUE DINNER

SESSION 4
5:30PM-6:50PM GOLD MATCHES
6:55-8:15PM BLUE MATCHES
8:15-9:15PM STREET SOCCER
6:50PM-10:00PM EVENING ACTIVITIES
9:00PM-10:00PM COMMUTER PICK-UP 10:30PM LIGHTS OUT
DAY OVERVIEW
Thursday JULY 19

BREAKFAST
DINING HALL
7:00AM-7:45AM GOLD BREAKFAST
7:45AM-8:15 BLUE BREAKFAST
7:00AM-8:15AM COMMUTER DROP OFF

SESSION 1
FIELDS & DORMS
8:15AM-9:45AM GOLD SOCCER TRAINING (Gk’s Stay w/ Group)
8:15-9:45AM BLUE ROOM PACK-UP

SESSION 2
FIELDS & DORMS
9:45AM-11:00AM GOLD ROOM PACK-UP
9:45AM-11:AM BLUE SOCCER TRAINING (Gk’s Stay w/ Group)

LUNCH
11:00AM-11:30AM GOLD LUNCH
11:30-12:00PM BLUE LUNCH

SESSION 3
FIELDS
12:00PM-12:30PM TEAM MEETINGS, AWARDS & EVALUATIONS

CHECK-OUT
BRICKMAN HALL
12:30PM-2:00PM GOLD & BLUE CHECK-OUT AFTER ROOMS ARE INSPECTED AND KEYS HANDED BACK TO COLLEGE STAFF

SUMMER TIME
HAVE A GREAT SUMMER AND SOCCER SEASON
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR...